
 

SpatialXL Version 10 
Release Notes 

 

✓  Image enhancements: 1: Specify display bands 2: Statistics of 

image bands 3. Thematics on image bands. (See Working with 

Images manual for more data): 
 

 

 

✓ Allow comment lines at start of CSV Files. 

 

✓ Allow adding graphics to layers with Geo Extraction and 

prevent adding incompatible geometries. 

https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/working_with_images/
https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/working_with_images/


✓  Allow adding geometries to Excel layers if geometry is 

compatible.  

 

✓ Changes in data grid of Excel layers automatically reflects in 

Excel sheet. 

 

✓ Support for loading LAS/LAZ files. 

 

✓ Force save of spatial scene on closing workbook. 

 

✓ More default colours. 

 

✓ Storyboards can be accessed in View tab and Quick access 

toolbar, can choose to open in Design or Presentation mode. 

 

 
 

 
 

✓  Some stability fixes on using Storyboard. 



✓  Can choose to have Storyboard open automatically on opening 

a Geoscope(Reader) file or SpatialXL workbook: 

 

 
 

✓ Screen state is set to the selected node in Storyboard when 

opening in Presentation mode. 

 

✓ Selected polygons etc. are highlighted on borders only, so you 

can still clearly see the object. Option in Layer Properties to have 

whole geometry highlighted when selected or the borders only: 

 

 



 
 

✓ Better icons in Dashboards and Print Templates windows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



✓ Full scripting ability available now across many aspects of our 

products, with full intelligent code completion and syntax 

highlighting; Whenever column of your data is referenced it is done 

as a scripting expression allowing you to create compound text 

labels and themes etc. All data on scripting available in Scripting in 

SpatialStudio guide. 
 

 

 

https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/scripting_in_spatialstudio/
https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/scripting_in_spatialstudio/


✓  Faster scripting. 

 

✓ Can highlight layers in Layer Control and Zoom Fit to those 

selected layers: 

 

 
 

✓ Faster surface saving. 

 

✓ Can handle previously unsupported Transverse Mercator South 

Oriented projection. 

 

✓ Script Geometry Extraction. Script can be put in for example 

that will extract your points upwards based on a certain value in 

your data, enabling you to view your points in 3D with a bar graph 

effect: 

 



 
 

 

 

✓  Full 3D rotate of Google Maps and Bing maps etc.: 

 



 
 

✓  Load filter scripts - can write a script to load only certain 

records in the spatial scene, this allows you to work with just what 

you need and no more: 

 

 



✓ Scene tab enabling quick access to turn legend or scale bar etc. 

on or off: 

 

 
 

✓ Circle around centre of crosshairs that you can control radius of 

allowing you to emphasize some area of focus: 

 

 
 



 
 

 

✓ Stats on Calculated columns. 

 

✓ Geometry extraction is now saved per theme, so that when you 

flip themes, geometry extraction is then re-applied. 

 

✓ New Tips & Shortcuts manual and Keyboard Shortcuts manual 

available in Help. 

 

✓ Don’t need admin rights anymore to install product if you 

choose to install for the Current User only. If you choose to install 

for All Users you will need admin rights. 

 

https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/tips&shortcuts/
https://primethought.biz/help/spatialvu/keyboard_shortcuts/


 

 

✓ Number of bug fixes and updates. 

 

 

New Product Release! 

 

 

 



• SpatialStudio has now been released. This is our dynamic 

spatial building and analytics program that is the base 

component for all our other products including SpatialXL. It is 

now available as a standalone product giving you the full power 

of our graphics engine. You now have the option to use 

SpatialStudio as a standalone product or plugged into Excel as 

SpatialXL.  

Check out the new site for it at https://spatialstudio.com/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Support 
 

   

  

T:  +27871354351 

support@primethought.biz  - primethought.biz  

Kyalami Estate, Midrand, Johannesburg,  

1684, South Africa 

 

 
 

 

 

https://spatialstudio.com/
mailto:support@primethought.biz
http://primethought.biz/
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